INTRODUCTION
Action recognition in videos has large progresses due to the developments of deep Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) [8, 11, 22] and the presences of large-scale video datasets such as Kinetics [1] and UCF101 [24] . Existing work can be generally divided into two categories, 2D CNNs [21, 32] and 3D CNNs [1, 27] .
In the first category, 2D CNNs are utilized to extract feature for each frame separately and then pool their predictions across the whole video. For capturing temporal information, 2D CNNs could be adjusted by aggregating features over time [32] , or fusing multiple modalities like RGB difference and optical flow [21, 32] . Although 2D CNNs can be trained by sparsely sampling frames to reduce storages (e.g., GPU memory) and computations, 2D CNNs have limitations in at least two aspects. First, 2D CNNs (e.g., TSN [32] , which is current state-of-art method) are prone to treat video as an unstructured bag of frames, ignoring the sequential information of video frames. Moreover, for 2D CNNs, the ability to capture long-range dependencies, which is crucial for action recognition performance, is restricted due to the independent frame feature extraction.
In the second category, the above 2D models were extended to 3D models [27] . For instance, I3D [1] introduced the operations of 3D convolutions to capture long-term temporal information, which is achieved by the expansive receptive field from dense stack of temporal convolution. I3D achieved state-of-the-art performances by inflating 2D convolutional filters of InceptionNet [11] into 3D. It was trained using 64-frame video clips and tested using the entire video (e.g., 64 frames on UCF101). Specifically, in training, it randomly samples 64 frames with both spatially and temporal clipping. Table 1 : Comparison of methods in VA SaaS scenarios. #clips and #params indicate the clip number and the parameter number of the model during evaluation. State-of-art methods I3D, TSN, and Res18 ARTNet could only be deployed on cloud, so we report their time of sampling and cropping clips as client runtime. For I3D+TSD, the client runtime consists of both sampling/cropping time and extra computations of TSD. We can see that the I3D+TSD model achieves an accuracy of 72.4, with 238G total FLOPS and only 120 frames required to be transmitted. When efficiency is given precedence, I3D+TSD achieves an accuracy of 70.7, which is comparable to the I3D baseline. But it needs only 60 frames to be transmitted rather than 250 frames. In test, the network fetches the center clip of the whole video as inputs, averaging predictions temporally. Although the above approaches achieved good performances for action recognition, their requirements of dense-frame predictions impede their applications in practice, such as Video Analytics Software as a Service (VA SaaS), which has increasing demands in the recent years. Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of one typical VA SaaS, which has two parts, including the client-part and the cloudpart. The client-part has multiple terminals such as mobile phones, which have limited memories and computational resources. The cloud-part contains data server and computation nodes, where the data server distributes data (e.g., video frames) to different computation nodes, while each computation node performs video analysis (e.g., action recognition) and returns results (e.g., predicted action labels) to the data server. The transmission bandwidths between the client and the cloud, storage resources, and computation resources are typically constrained, in the demands of reducing their cost. For example, a recognition system in the cloud is often permitted to access just a small number of frames but is required to produce results as good as possible.
As previous work of action recognition are typically resource consuming, they are not applicable in VA SaaS as summarized in Table 1 , which compares different methods in terms of model storages and computations in client and cloud, numbers of frames in transmission and processing, as well as recognition accuracy. The conventional methods [1, 31, 32] employ dense-random sampling to select video frames, forming frame clips. When deploying them in VA SaaS, although each of them has their own merits, we observe that all of the previous methods are time and transmission bandwidth consuming.
To resolve the above issues, this work presents a new problem of few-frame action recognition, which aims at maintaining high accuracy, but accessing only a few frames during training and test. To this end, we propose Temporal Sequence Distillation (TSD), which distills a long video sequence into a short one consisting of compact and informative frames, while preserving temporal and spatial discriminativeness as much as possible. Fig. 2 illustrates the frames of the distilled sequence of TSD compared with uniformly sampled frames from the original video sequences. The output frames of TSD encode actions with "ghosting". In this way, they are compact and informative by reducing the temporal redundancy of videos while distilling action-relevant information.
We design TSD as a lightweight differentiable CNN. It is a general component which can be plugged into any 3D CNNs based action recognition framework. Since I3D [1] achieves very impressive results for action recognition, we choose it as our start point to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed TSD. We extensively evaluate TSD enhanced I3D (I3D+TSD) with few frames as input and compare with its counterpart I3D. Fig. 3 shows that the performance of I3D degrades greatly when the input frame number decreases from 40, to 20, 10 and 5 on the standard test set of Kinetics and UCF101 split 1. There exists a plenty of redundancy between video frames, and some frames that irrelevant to actions themselves, as shown in Fig. 2 . We believe the low performance of I3D on few frame action recognition results from the missing of some key frames that most related to actions. As shown in Fig. 3 , the action recognition performance degradation has been alleviated considerably when feeding I3D with distilled frames from TSD.
This work has three main contributions.
• We conduct a thorough investigation on the trade-off between the number of frames processed and the accuracy of video action recognition with 3D CNNs, and define the problem of few-frame action recognition. • We explore various approaches of few-frame action recognition. Naive sampling approach (i.e., random sampling and uniform sampling), and supervised approach (i.e., attention based method, TSD) have been implemented and fairly compared. • We propose Temporal Sequence Distillation (TSD), a novel technique that can compress long video clips into compact short ones. Together with traditional 3D CNNs, it can be jointly trained end-to-end. TSD+I3D typically requires only 50% of the number of frames compared with its counterpart I3D, to achieve almost the same action recognition accuracies, demonstrating that TSD is very applicable in VA SaaS scenarios.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we introduce associated work with our proposed Temporal Sequence Distillation framework. We categorize the related research into four groups: action recognition, temporal-spatial investigation, video summarization and video compression. Action recognition. Human action recognition developed rapidly in recent years. Especially boosted with several competitive challenges providing public large-scale video data, deep learning based methods have much overwhelmed previous hand-crafted feature based methods [9, 13, 15, 33] . Early work of action recognition focuses on designing local hand-crafted features generalized for video, such as Space-Time Interest Points (STIP) [16] , Histogram of 3D Gradient (HOG3D) [18] , Dense Trajectory (DT) [29] , improved Dense Trajectory (iDT) [30] , Motion Boundary Histograms (MBH) [2] and Optical Flow Guided Feature (OFF) [26] . In order to describe frame-level or clip-level video content with a fixed length feature, feature encoding is utilized to aggregate local features. Typical solutions include histogram, bag of words, fisher vector, and vector of locally aggregated descriptors (VLAD) [12] . These multi-step approaches are highly complicated, and errors occurred in the earlier steps are easily accumulated in the later steps. Therefore, their final performance heavily depends on sophisticated design of each step. Two-stream CNN solution brought a significant breakthrough in action recognition [21] , because deep features pre-trained on ImageNet own better semantic description ability compared with local features. In addition, this deep learning based approach unifies feature extraction, encoding, and classification in a deep neural network trained in an end-to-end fashion. A temporal segmented two-stream network (TSN) can utilize several video segments simultaneously for action classification during training, which achieved the state of the art performance on several databases [32] . Encoding frame-level deep features for a video sequence presentation is useful for the two-stream approach. And skip-links between the RGB and optical flow streams can also increase performance [3, 4, 17] .
Temporal-spatial investigation. Though the classic two-stream solution achieved good performance on action recognition, it relies heavily on optical flow calculation, which is a very time-consuming process. There are some fast-implemented temporal-change estimations for video, which are good replacements of optical flow. Zhu et al. proposed MotionNet which takes consecutive video frames as input and estimates motion implicitly accompanying the RGB stream [38] . In TSN work, RGB-difference has been investigated to replace optical flow as input for the optical flow stream [32] , and RGB-difference can obtain a comparable performance with optical flow. The fast implementation of motion estimation can speed up the two-stream approach, however, two separate neural networks are required by the two streams. Since both appearance and motion information are contained in a video sequence, it is a natural choice to utilize only one 3D CNN (C3D) network to explore spatial-temporal information. The first proposal of C3D for action recognition [27] did not perform better than the two-stream solution. With an inflated initialization of C3D (I3D) from 2D CNN (C2D) model pre-trained using ImageNet data, I3D achieved the state-of-the-art performance on UCF101 and Kinetics [1] . Even using only one RGB stream, I3D can outperform the two-stream approach on kinetics. Due to temporal convolutional operations between frames, I3D is slower than a counterpart C2D with the same depth. Pseudo-3D (P3D) and spatiotemporal-separable 3D (S3D) simulate 3 × 3 × 3 convolutions with 1 × 3 × 3 convolutional filters on spatial domain and 3 × 1 × 1 convolutions to construct temporal connections, thus the computation load of I3D can be reduced by 1.5×. Notice that, typical modalities as optical flow and RGB-difference can model the temporal connections of frames but at the expense of even more redundant computations, which is different from the proposed TSD.
Video summarization. Potapov et al. [19] utilized Support Vector Machines (SVMs) to predict one importance score for every video shot. After that, video shots with the highest scores were assembled as a sequence to generate a summary. Gong et al. [6] applied sequential DDP to select diverse subsets, and feature embedding was learned with the guide of manual summary labels. In the work above, hand-crafted features were explored for representing videos shots. Recently, many deep neural networks based video summarization approaches [5, 14, 36, 37] were proposed, which achieved the state of the art performance on public databases [7, 23] . The proposed TSD can be considered as one kind of summarization of videos. However, video summarization approaches focus on extracting frames with content highlight and visual aesthetics. Instead, the proposed TSD targets at maximizing action recognition accuracy with little transmission bandwidth and computation cost by distilling compact frames.
Video compression. High-Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) is the newest video compression standard [25] . Its efficiency mainly relies on accurate frame prediction, including intra-prediction and inter-prediction, which explore spatial redundancy within a single frame, and temporal redundancy between inter-frame respectively. Videos are encoded with only key frames, motion vectors describing block-wise motion between consecutive frames, and residual errors. Although video compression can reduce transmission bandwidth in VA SaaS applications, different from the proposed TSD, it cannot reduce the computation cost on cloud since the number of frames fed into 3D CNNs (e.g., I3D) keeps unchanged. Moreover, our proposed TSD is orthogonal to video compression approaches, and can be combined with them for further transmission bandwidth reduction.
THE PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we first define the problem of few-frame action recognition, then introduce the proposed TSD in detail, and finally discuss its relations to other approaches.
Few-Frame Action Recognition
Few-frame action recognition recognizes action based on only a few frames of videos. It not only reduces the input data size which can save transmission bandwidth in VA SaaS scenarios, but also speeds up the recognition procedure. Traditional action recognition acceleration approaches explore reducing computation complexity in the dimension of spatial size [10, 31, 35] , or network architecture [20, 34] . Few-frame action recognition attempts to accelerate inference from another dimension, i.e., the number of frames fed into networks.
Temporal Sequence Distillation
Towards few-frame action recognition problem, we present Temporal Sequence Distillation to transform a long video sequence of length T into a short one of length T s (T s < T ) automatically. In order to achieve compactness and informativeness, each distilled frame should be generated according to the global context of the long video sequence. For simplicity, we assume that each distilled frame is a linear combination of all frames of the long sequence. Formally,
where X and Y indicate the frame matrix (with each column as one frame) of the input long sequence and the output short sequence respectively. P is a transformation matrix of shapeT ×T s . Its element P i j indicates the importance of the i t h frame of the input long video for the j t h distilled frame. Ideally, P i j is nonzero if the i t h frame of the input video is relevant to the semantic action category encoded by the input video otherwise 0. Herein, we propose a temporal sequence distillation block to predict the transformation matrix P based on input videos.
Block. Fig. 4 shows the architecture of TSD block. It inputs feature maps of all frames of the input video sequence, and outputs a transformation matrix. Given the input feature maps ì f with size T × H ×W ×C, it produces the transformation matrix P with one dual-path network inspired by the self-attention [28] on sentence embedding extraction. The first path is designed to extract temporal embedding. It transforms the input feature maps to one feature map O with size H ×W ×C ×T s via one transpose operation and two convolution operations. The second is designed to extract feature embedding. It transforms the input to one feature map G with size T × H × W × C via one convolution operation. Formally, we have
and
where * indicates convolution operation, and Trans() indicates transpose from a tensor with size T × H × W × C to one with size H × W × C × T . w α ,w β and w γ are 3D convolution kernels. The transformation matrix P is given by
where O ′ and G ′ are two matrices of size HW C × T s and T × HW C, which are reshaped from O and G respectively. softmax() columnwisely normalizes an input matrix by softmax.
Temporal Sequence Distillation Network. The proposed
Temporal Sequence Distillation network (TSD network) consists of three components. Namely, the coarse feature extractor, the TSD block, and the main network. Fig. 5 visualizes its pipeline. The feature extractor is designed to extract coarse feature of the video snippets X . The successive TSD block takes the coarse feature as input, and predicts the corresponding transformation matrix P. The distilled short sequence Y is calculated as Equation 1. The main network is a CNN with temporal convolution to recognize video action. In this paper, we take I3D (Inception v1 with BN) as the main network. The pipeline is entirely end-to-end, and could be trained and evaluated jointly. During evaluation, the TSD network could be separated into two components: coarse feature extractor+TSD block, named client component, and main network, named cloud component. The two components are mutually parameter independent, thus they can be deployed onto terminals and cloud separably. In this way, only the distilled frames are transmitted to cloud to carry out the video recognition task. This can accelerate the data transmission and relief the bandwidth pressure.
Coarse Feature Extractor.
We design the coarse feature extractor for TSD network with keeping efficiency in mind. We choose the current popular light-weight CNN MobileNet [10] as the feature extractor. For acceleration, we downsample the input of the coarse feature extractor from 224 × 224 to 112 × 112.
Relations to Other Approaches
Sampling a subset of input frames is one natural way to distill long video sequences into short ones. There exist two naive sampling strategies, namely, random sampling and uniform sampling which are widely used in other methods such as TSN [32] .
Random Sampling. A subset of input frames are randomly sampled. We denote I3D with the random sampling when training and test as I3D R .
Uniform Sampling. A subset of input frames with equal intervals are uniformly sampled. We denote I3D with uniform sampling when training and test as I3D E .
Temporal Attention. During training, we learn a scalar importance weight for each input frame. All input frames scaled with their corresponding importance weight are fed into the main action recognition network (I3D) for end-to-end training. During testing, we select frames with the top T s predicted importance, which are fed into the main network for action recognition. We denote I3D with temporal attention as I3D A .
All the above methods follow the same pipeline of frame selection as defined in Equation 1. The differences are how to generate the transformation matrix P. For random and uniform sampling, it randomly or uniformly activates one value at each column. For temporal attention, it learns one l1 normalized importance weight for each column.
EXPERIMENTS
We conduct comprehensive ablation experiments along with a thorough comparison between the proposed TSD and the state-of-theart action recognition methods.
Datasets and Evaluation
We evaluate the proposed TSD on two popular datasets, namely, UCF101 and Kinetics. Both UCF101 and Kinetics contain short trimmed videos, each of which is annotated with one action label. UCF101 consists of 13320 videos from 101 classes and has three splits in the testing set. We report the average performance of 3 splits except as otherwise noted. Kinetics contains 240000 training videos from 400 human action classes with 400 or more samples for each class, and 40000 testing videos with 100 for each class. All the videos are trimmed and last around 10s.
During testing, we randomly sample Q times and report the average of probabilities as final prediction. We fairly compare the proposed TSD with its counterparts with the same sampling times. We also conduct experiments with different Q (i.e., 1, 3, and 10) to study the effect of the sampling times of the proposed TSD. The evaluation procedures of few frame action recognition are as follows:
• I3D. It is trained as done in [1] with randomly sampled consecutive 64-frame clips. During testing, we sample consecutive T s frames to evaluate and then average predictions temporally as done in [1] . We extensively evaluate its performance on few frame action recognition by setting T s to 5, 10, 20, and 40. • I3D R . We randomly sample T -frame clips, from each of which T s (T ≥ T s ) ordered frames are randomly sampled and fed into I 3D during both training and testing. • I3D E . We randomly sample T -frame clips, and then sample T s frames with equal intervals as input from each clip during both training and testing. • I3D A . We randomly sample T -frame clips, which are fed into the I3D network with temporal attention during training. T s frames with the top T s importance scores are selected from each clip for action recognition during testing. • I3D+TSD. We randomly sample T -frame clips, which are fed into the TSD network, and then take the outputted distilled clip of length T s as input to the I3D network.
Implementation Details
All of our experiments are done using Tensorflow on one cloud with 8 Titan X GPU servers. Training I3D. We train the I3D model by following the practice in [1] .
Training TSD on Kinetics. We initialize the coarse feature extractor with the MobileNet model pretrained on ImageNet, and its sequence distillation module using Gaussian with standard variance 0.01. The main branch is initialized with the pre-trained model on Kinetics. We train TSD in two stages on Kinetics. First, we train the coarse feature extractor and the TSD block while fixing the main branch. We employ multi-step learning rate policy with the base learning rate being 0.1. The learning rate decays by 10 times every 10000 iterations, and the maximum iteration size is set to 50000. Second, we train the whole TSN including the coarse feature extractor, the TSD block and the main branch end-to-end. We set the learning rate to 0.01 with the decay factor of 0.3 and the decay step of 30000.
Training TSD on UCF101. All the parameters of the TSD network other than the final FC layer are first initialized with the pretrained weights on Kinetics, and then the whole TSD network is trained on UCF101 end-to-end. Note that the learning rate of the final FC layer is set to 10 times of those of other layers.
Effectiveness of TSD

Comparison of Sampling Methods.
We compare the proposed I3D+TSD with its baseline I3D and other sampling approaches in Table 2 . It has been shown that all sampling methods outperform the baseline I3D. We believe that this is because of these sampling methods keeping the same frame selection procedure during both training and test. Among all sampling methods, the proposed I3D+TSD achieves the biggest performance improvement. Specifically, I3D+TSD improves the accuracy of I3D on Kinetics by 29.2, 2.9, 2.4, and 1.4 when the sampled frame number T s is set to 5,10,20, and 40 respectively. Table 3 investigates the effect of the input clip number. For each clip, we generate a short sequence of frames with TSD which are fed into I3D, achieving category probabilities. The averaged probabilities over all clips are considered as the final prediction. It has been shown that I3D+TSD always outperforms its counterpart I3D regardless of the sampling clip number. Increasing the input clip number can improve action recognition accuracies for both I3D+TSD and I3D.
Effect of Input Clip Number (Q).
Experiments on Other Dataset.
We further validate the effectiveness of TSD on the classic UCF101 dataset in Table 4 . Similarly, I3D+TSD achieves performance improvements as on Kinetics. Specifically, it outperforms I3D by 7.7, 2.9, 1.8, and 0.9 when the sampled frame number T s is set to 5, 10, 20, and 40 respectively. I3D+TSD performs much better than I3D on few frame action recognition. Therefore, I3D+TSD is more applicable than I3D in VA SaaS scenarios.
Efficiency
TSD can be considered as one way of network acceleration. We compare parameter numbers and FLOPS of the proposed TSD+I3D and its counterpart I3D with comparable accuracy in Table 5 . All the speed is measured on servers with 8 Titan X GPUs. Although I3D+TSD has more parameters, however, it has about 32% ∼ 33% less FLOPS, and is about 13% ∼ 26% faster than I3D. When I3D+TSD is deployed in VA SaaS scenarios, it has even about 50% ∼ 51% less FLOPS, and is about 45% ∼ 48% faster than I3D on cloud.
CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a novel Temporal Sequence Distillation technique for few frame action recognition by distilling long video sequences into short compact sequences. It consists of coarse feature extractor, temporal sequence distillation block, and main network (e.g., I3D), all of which can be trained in an end to end way. Because it distills key frames relevant to actions and discards considerable temporal redundancy, it can accelerate action recognition while preserving recognition accuracy. When deploying its coarse feature extractor and TSD block on client terminals, and its main network on cloud in VA SaaS scenarios, it can greatly reduce the data transmission bandwidth between client and cloud. 3) . The I3D (T ) represents I3D with length-T clips. The I3D+TSD (T →T s ) represents the I3D fed with T s distilled frames from length-T clips in original videos. The I3D+TSD cloud (T →T s ) indicates I3D+TSD is deployed in VA SaaS scenarios (i.e., only the main network is deployed on cloud while others on client terminals). ∆ indicates FLOPS or speed improvement compared with baselines.
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